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Att: Tony Pearce 
 Inspector-General for Emergency Management 
  
Dear Tony, 
  
Re:  What are good bushfire resilience design principles? 
  
I am a Bushfire Risk Consultant and I work in the Victorian planning system and the building 
permit system conducting site assessments under the Australian Standard AS3959 Construction 
of Buildings in Bushfire-prone Areas. 
  
I also lost a house north of Marysville in the Victorian Black Saturday bushfires. 
  
I believe that Victoria lost an opportunity after Black Saturday by not researching and publishing 
good bushfire resilience design principles. 
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Yes AS3959-2009 was released however that concentrates primarily on the material of 
construction not the basic design principles. 
  
A poorly designed bushfire resilience house could be built to the appropriate BAL (Bushfire Attack 
Level) under AS3959 yet not incorporate basic design principles that would make it more resilient 
in an extreme fire event. 
  
As an example do you have a simple roofline, sloped at an optimum pitch to shed embers (22 
degrees according to something I read which had no support to that statement) and eliminate 
valley gutters and re-entrant corners in the walls of the house where embers can lodge? 
  
Or do you building a house with a complex roofline, maybe throw in a box gutter, and have 
multiple points both on the roof and walling where embers can lodge? 
  
Both houses can be built to the same BAL level under AS3959. 
  
Unfortunately the vast majority of people think that if they have built to the appropriate BAL level 
they have a good bushfire resilient house. 
  
That is dangerous thinking. 
  
There is a clause in the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP) for the Bushfire Management Overlay 
(BMO) that was introduced many years after Black Saturday that says: 
  
VPP Clause 53.02-4.1 Approved Measure 2.3 “A building is designed to be responsive to the 
landscape risk and reduce the impact of bushfire on the building.” 
  
This clause has tried to make designers look beyond the basic BAL rating that they have to 
construct to. 
  
I have to answer this question in every report I prepare under the Victorian Planning Provisions. 
  
I am a not a architect, designer or builder so I throw that question back to my clients to discuss 
with their designers. 
  
I don’t think I have had a good answer yet, the designers are lost!   
  
They say “but I have designed the house to the BAL rating you assessed the property at what 
more can I do?” 
  
And yes they have flat roofs, box gutter, lots of re-entrant corners and more! 
  
The designers do not know how to design bushfire resilient houses. 
  
The department of planning in Victoria dedicated two very simplistic pages to this issue in their 
September 2017 Planning Permit Application in the Bushfire Management Overlay – Technical 
Guide. 
  
That is the only guidance the design industry has been given.   
  
I believe there is an urgent need for research and publication on this subject. 
  
There will be survivors of the bushfires around the country who have their replacement homes 
being designed right now. 
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Some guidance is need for immediate publication followed by a more thoroughly researched and 
comprehensive guide on good bushfire resilient design principles further down the track. 
  
Bureaucratic regulations are not the answer.  Nobody wants to live in the same same with no 
individuality. 
  
We need well research design principles that gives everybody the ability to have their individual 
designs whether it be on a tight budget or for someone with deep pockets   
  
I might be out of my depth with what is good bushfire resilient design but to a limited degree I 
know what is not. 
  
After Black Saturday, Victoria just keep on building what they had always built but with the 
material mandated by AS3959. 
  
That is not good bushfire resilient design. 
  
Maybe this is something you could incorporate into your work. 
 
 
Regards 
BAL Assessments 
JOHN BURKE 

www.BAL.net.au 
I relied on a blood product, please support www.donateblood.com.au/ 
 
  




